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P-242 Metabolomics Characteristics of Buyang Huanwu Decoction in Cerebral Ischemic Stroke Mice

PRESENTING AUTHOR: Wei-Hsiang Hsu, China Medical University, Taiwan

CO-AUTHORS: Yun-Lian Lin, Yuh-Chiang Shen 

Background and Purpose?Buyang Huanwu Decoction (BHD), a TCM prescription,   clinically has long been used for neurological 
recovery after stroke. In this study, NMR-based and QTOFMS metabolomics were performed to evaluate the therapeutic effect of 
BHD on the cerebral ischemic/reperfusion (CI/R) injury-induced sub-acute stroke mice. Methods?BHD was prepared as conventional 
method and lyophilyzied. An acute ischemic stroke in mouse model was induced by a middle cerebral ischemic/reperfusion (CI/R) 
injury. Brain tissue and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) were used for the NMR-based and QTOFMS metabolomics studies. Results?Results 
of NMR data on brain tissue showed that BHD treatment amelioated the anaerobic glycolysis, alleviated the glutamate and GABA 
release from brain to periphery, and attenuated NAA release and taurine level. CSF metabolomics studies by NMR and QTOFMS 
revealed that hypoxanthine, inosine, dihydrouracil, D-threitol, inosine-5’-monophosphate disodium salt (IMP), malic acid, uridine, 
citric acid, AMP, succinate, N-acetylaspartylglutamic acid, phenylalanine, propionyl-L-carnitine, levulinic acid, glycerol 3-phosphate, 
deoxycytidine, 1-methyladenosine, pipecolic acid, cytidine, etc, significantly changed in CI/R-induced stroke. Furthermore, 10 
endogenous metabolites, identified through 1H NMR analysis, were very different between CI/R-induced and sham groups. They 
are acetate, acetone, alanine, creatine, glucose, lactate, myo-inositol, N-nitrosodimethylamine, pyruvate, and succinate which 
demonstrated that metabolic changes in CI/R-induced stroke were also concerned with resultant shifts in energy supply and demand 
after BHD treatment. This finding provides a scientific evidence for the beneficial of BHD in TCM clinical application for ischemic 
stroke.

P-243 Global 1H-NMR Metabolomics of the Human Placenta over 24 hours

PRESENTING AUTHOR: Jacquelyn Walejko, University of Florida, United States

CO-AUTHORS: Anushka Chelliah, Anthony Gregg, Maureen Keller-Wood, Arthur Edison 

The current data for optimization of placental specimen collection for metabolomics studies suggest immediate processing of 
specimens. This poses a significant challenge during specimen collection, and the lack of timely processing may result in loss of 
useful metabolic data. We evaluated changes in metabolites of placental tissue at various time-points up to 24 hrs post-delivery. 
Twelve gravid full-term, non-labored patients receiving Caesarian sections were consented for participation in an IRB-approved study 
at UF. Placental specimens were collected at 5 time-points:&lt;5 min, 15 min, 30 min, 1 hr and 24 hrs. Nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy was conducted on a 600 MHz spectrometer to measure global metabolic profiles of placental samples. Significance of 
metabolites was determined using a Student’s t-test of the area under the metabolite peak(s) of probabilistic quotient normalized 
spectra. While some metabolites (e.g. glucose, fructose, and lactate) were altered in the first 15 min following delivery, a pool 
of 20 was not significantly changed at 30 min. Metabolites significantly increased by 24 hrs included amino acids, ketones, TCA 
cycle intermediates, lactate, and sugars, while glycerophosphocholine, glucose and VLDL were significantly decreased (p&lt;0.05). 
Several amino acids, creatine, and myo-inositol did not significantly change over 24 hrs. Our study challenges the current notion of 
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P-244 Effects of bioactive oligopeptides to human cells – a lipid- and metabolomics approach

PRESENTING AUTHOR: Tobias Demetrowitsch, Christian-Albrechts-University Kiel, Division of Food Technology, Germany

CO-AUTHORS: Julia Jensen-Kroll, Martin Klempt, Ingrid Clawin-Rädecker, Stephan Seifert, Silke Szymczak3, Karin Schwarz    

Effects of bioactive oligopeptides to human cells – a lipid- and metabolomics approach  Introduction:  Within the milk protein 
sequence, several bioactive peptides are encrypted which showed e.g. anti-inflammatory effects. For activation, an enzymatic 
digestion and purification is necessary. The anti-inflammatory bioactivity has been already published. However, the fundamental 
effects to the lipid- and metabolom has not been reported, yet. Therefore, this study aims to observe the changes of the lipid and 
metabolites profile in cells.   Material and Methods:  The peptides were used in an in-trans-approach. The cells were cultivated in 
calf serum and then in human serum. Within the serum cultivation, the treatments were conducted for 48 h. After preparation by 
the SIMPLEX approach, the cell extracts were analyzed by a 7T solariXR FT-ICR-MS (Bruker, Germany). The data validation was 
conducted by the QC protocol (Demetrowitsch et al., 2015).   The data evaluations were conducted by non-targeted and targeted 
methods. For the non-targeted approach, a PCA and a classification algorithm were used to identify specify biomarkers. The 
lipidomics approach was conducted with the LipidXplorer.  Results:   The treatments vs. control showed tight clusters within the PCA 
model. The bucket statistic showed changed metabolite patterns for the high anti-inflammatory treatment. Changed concentration 
were observed for e.g. dityrosine and 6-chlorocatechine. The lipidomics approach provides e.g. highly significant changes for some 
phospholipids, like diacylglycerol (31:7) and phosphatidylinositol (44:3). These findings are in accordance with earlier studies and 
enable us to proceed with this cellular model system for mechanism clarification.
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